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Introduction

M
y previous book, The Global Migrations of Ornamental 

Plants: How the World Got into Your Garden, tells the rivet-

ing story of plant collectors who found plants in faraway 

places and sent them back to their own countries. The new 

plants had so many advantages over the indigenous ones that they rapidly 

overtook the latter, displacing them in commerce. From about 1870, modern 

american horticulture and the nursery business were transformed, but the 

transformation was built on at least a century of patient breeding and grad-

ual incorporation of the new material as it trickled in. This book traces what 

happened to many of the plants after they reached their destinations.

 we are the beneficiaries of centuries of work by remarkable flower breed-

ers whose names are largely lost and forgotten. starting with sometimes quite-

unpromising material, the exquisite vision in their heads led them to create 

new plants of surpassing beauty. Their heirs and successors continue to do 

the same thing.

 some of the stimulus lay in the unprecedented waves of new flowers ar-

riving in europe over the past four hundred years and latterly the United 
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states, slowly at first but accelerating rapidly by the middle of the nineteenth 

century. a very gingerly start to deliberate crossbreeding was made in spite 

of concern about interfering with nature and God’s realm using known in-

digenous flowers in the early eighteenth century, but the huge outpouring 

of new varieties coincided with the arrival of new species. This avalanche 

swept away all remaining religious scruples against presuming to do the work 

of God.

 prehistoric people began taking essential seeds with them when they 

moved from one land to another, probably before recorded history. Farmers 

seeking more land in newly conquered territory and refugees fleeing perse-

cution, wars, or disasters all took seeds of their staple foods with them. orna-

mental plants were usually not taken intentionally, but as so many of such 

plants had ritual, medicinal, or culinary uses, they went along too. The an-

cient world has left a few records of these events. In the more recent past, 

one need look no further than the puritan emigration to North america or 

spanish settlement in Central or south america.

 This utilitarian phase lasted well into early modern times. The discovery 

of the americas gave rise to much increased exploration and, with this, the 

carriage of new and often very beautiful plants back to the home country in 

europe. Before 1600, more than thirty american plants were grown in eng-

lish gardens.

 Frequent but seldom-recorded transfers of both types of plants were 

taking place throughout the much more advanced Far eastern countries such 

as China and India at the same time. These countries had great accumulations 

of wealth, with gold, silver, jewels, and silk all stoking the greed of western 

monarchs. Merchants and holy men traveled incessantly between the differ-

ent asian realms.

 learning about this rich and varied world excited not only rapacious 

western rulers but also scholars, missionaries, and adventurers in large 

numbers. patient gardeners in China, Japan, and Korea had slowly bred new 

varieties over the millennia, chiefly by selection but also possibly by active pol-

lination. when the westerners finally gained admission to China and Japan, 

they did not understand that the flowers they bought in the coastal nurseries 

were not necessarily pure species but the descendants of a long process of in-

tentional breeding.

 less is known about plant transfers within south america and africa in 

the same epochs. Zea mays (maize, also known as corn), for example, spread 
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phenomenally quickly throughout africa once it had been brought back 

from the New world by the Columbian expeditions. within a few years, it 

became a staple.

 The stories told in this book reflect the western point of view. In spite 

of the long history of floriculture in many ancient lands, the aggressive min-

gling of commerce and aesthetics that makes up the modern international 

flower business is indeed peculiarly western. people want to grow flowers 

because of their great beauty and, in some cases, meaning. During the past 

150 years, farsighted nurserymen paid collectors to bring them new plants in 

enormously large numbers and then began modifying them to increase their 

allure for the public.

 The scale of these operations and the systematic methods developed to 

accomplish their aims set them apart from what had gone on before. with 

modern techniques, the trend has been toward an ever-greater systematiza-

tion and consolidation in a business based on beauty. The floriculture firms 

adapted and applied methods used by large manufacturers of other merchan-

dise, employing largely anonymous flower breeders together with many other 

experts. Creating new types of plant is also done quite differently. with im-

mense changes in molecular biology, the breeder no longer has to wait so long 

for the results of the macroscopic crosses of the past.1

 In this movement forward, the names of many flower breeders whose 

work contributed to their success have been obscured. some of them bred new 

flowers purely for the love of it—this is probably the majority of breeders. 

working entirely empirically, both amateur and professional flower breeders 

managed to overcome some of the obstacles posed by genetic incompatibility, 

but their complete ignorance of what underlay the process limited how far 

they could go.

 The paid professionals have also created many marvelous hybrids. They 

incorporated scientific advances very skillfully. one problem for a floriculture 

firm has been the high cost of developing a new plant and the difficulty of re-

couping the investment in it quickly enough. evaluating new crosses takes up 

vast amounts of time and space needed for other, more lucrative plants that 

grow quickly and can be sold very profitably. In practice, this often means that 

amateurs are still important. They have the leisure to make numerous crosses 

and wait for the offspring to mature without the heavy commercial pressure of 

a corporation. They then sell their results to the professionals, who propagate 

them on a commercial scale, thereby avoiding a lot of “wasted time.”
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 large, slowly maturing plants like rhododendrons are an example of this 

useful coexistence. even old family firms with a long tradition of breeding 

rhododendrons are finding it difficult to continue to develop new plants on 

their own. amateurs still come up with important new orchid hybrids, too. 

For now, roses seem to be different; they are usually bred by a firm’s own em-

ployees, perhaps because the market remains so strong.

 In the western world, the notion that plants could breed with each 

other like animals and produce a new variety was first clearly articulated by 

rudolph Camerarius (1665–1721). He was an outstanding experimental 

botanist at the Tubingen Botanical Gardens and showed that when female 

monoecious plants such as mulberry and hepatica are isolated from the cor-

responding male plants they do not set seed. earlier botanists such as John 

ray and Nehemiah Grew had guessed that something like this was going on, 

but Camerarius proved it conclusively.2 This discovery was exceedingly im-

portant for what would soon be possible.

 In 1709, John lawson, an englishman, wrote in his A New Voyage to 

Carolina, “Bastard spanish is an oak betwixt the spanish and the red oak; the 

chief use is for fencing and clap boards. It bears good acorns.” whether law-

son knew that the tree was a naturally occurring hybrid between Quercus 

falcata and Quercus rubra is not clear, but his statement is suggestive. Bastard 

is an old word that can mean a plant hybrid as well as a child born out of 

wedlock. The word is still used in the botanical sense in modern German.

 The idea of changing plants on purpose, to make completely new kinds, 

took a long time to emerge. one brake on enthusiasts’ activities was the fear 

of divine retribution for interfering with God’s work: only the lord could 

create a new variety. This was quite different from the rough-and-ready selec-

tion process that went on for millennia. Farmers and gardeners did not hesi-

tate to use naturally occurring sports or mutations to improve their crops.

 In 1716, Cotton Mather recorded some of the earliest observations on 

spontaneous crossbreeding. a friend of his planted a field with rows of dif-

ferent colored corn, Zea mays, at some distance from each other. Mather 

noted that ears that previously had only yellow seeds now had red and blue 

seeds in them, clearly showing crossbreeding. Mather also recorded an amus-

ing instance of plants being used punitively. To prevent theft, his friend 

planted some of the squash fields with rows of gourds. The resulting hybrids 

tasted very bitter, like the gourds. Thieves who raided the field were in for a 

nasty surprise.
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 Cotton Mather was a New england divine, yet he did not have any reli-

gious qualms about these experiments. The wind was the pollinator. They 

were not interfering with God’s role. we shall see later that it was the delib-

erate pollination of another flower’s stigma by a human being that fright-

ened early hybridists.

 The urge to tinker is overwhelming. even flowers as glorious as orchids 

were not immune to fantasies about change. at first, the species plants were 

enough for even the most avid collectors, but that did not last long. The al-

most endless possibilities of modification created new excitement. The “what 

ifs” and the “if onlys” were just too enticing. This process accelerated as the 

nineteenth century progressed. From being a rare procedure, crossbreeding 

became almost standard, the immediate step upon receiving new species.

 The eighteenth century may have been the age of enlightenment, but 

the nineteenth was the time of improvement. The Industrial revolution had 

many flaws, but its benefits were immense and its energy inexorable. every-

thing that could be improved was subjected to this treatment. This restless-

ness applied to all aspects of daily life, from transport to textiles, domestic 

appurtenances, and the floral world.

 Under often dour and reserved exteriors, a special breed of plantsman 

harbored wild dreams of color and form. Not all artistry is worn on the sleeve. 

perhaps the most famous american plant manipulator was luther Burbank. 

He is remembered and justly revered for the Burbank potato, but he also tack-

led ornamental forms throughout his life. Burbank developed numerous cul-

tivars of orchard fruit, and one, the santa rosa plum, is still in commerce. The 

shasta Daisy may be his best-known garden plant.

 The art of crossing plants had begun before the scientific basis for suc-

cess was understood. The 1830s and 1840s saw a tremendous increase in cross-

breeding experiments. Hybrid was the latin term for a half-breed such as the 

offspring of a tame sow and wild boar. It later passed into horticultural us-

age. at first, farmers and country dwellers called such plant crosses “mules,” 

equating plant behavior with that of familiar animals.

 one of the earliest intentional trials to be recorded in ornamental plants 

was when the english nurseryman Thomas Fairchild placed the pollen from 

Dianthus caryophyllum, the wild Carnation, on the stigma of Dianthus bar-

batus, the sweet william, in 1720. Fairchild (1667–1729) was an adherent of 

Nehemiah Grew, the scholar who recognized that pollen is the male fertil-

izing agent. It was a successful experiment but did not make much of an 
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impression. In passing, it is interesting to note that both of Fairchild’s  

experimental flowers were imports from the Norman era, not native to 

Great Britain.

 The idea that men were working in God’s province by changing the 

natural order of things in an active as compared to a passive fashion was very 

alarming. To atone, Fairchild bequeathed most of his fortune to his local 

church to found an annual lecture on religion and natural science. lectures 

on this topic at the church were still being given into the 1970s.

 all over europe, and later in the United states, horticulturists would 

slowly tackle one genus after another. when the abbé Gregor Johann Mendel 

published the results of crossing two forms of peas, yellow and green, with 

reproducible ratios in the succeeding generations, in 1866, the significance of 

his experiments was not picked up immediately. only a very few scholars 

realized what it meant; for all intents and purposes, it was invisible.

 Charles Darwin was dimly aware of the work but did not understand its 

significance. His heart was firmly set on “pangenesis,” the constant gradual 

changing of species with evolution. In 1899, three scientists—Hugo de Vries, 

Carl Correns, and erich von Tschermak-seysenegg—came across Mendel’s 

work and almost simultaneously recognized its importance. They promoted 

it very aggressively and effectively. Modern genetics are derived from Mendel’s 

studies. Instead of purely intuitive, hit-or-miss crossings, the options could 

now be laid out in an orderly manner. The desired characteristic would ap-

pear after the F1 generation and could be planned for appropriately.

 every year, hundreds, maybe even thousands, of new plant cultivars ap-

pear on the market. Flowers and vegetables are constantly being “improved” 

or, at the very least, modified. In this book I only deal with flowers, or the 

ornamental plants.

 The new varieties are trumpeted loudly in the glossy and enticing 

nursery catalogues, gorgeously decked out. They are introduced in a slightly 

more genteel manner at flower shows and horticultural society meetings. 

Garden writers report on them later in an even soberer fashion. sometimes 

we find out who was responsible for breeding these wonders and how they 

came to do it, but often we do not. In the modern world of vertically inte-

grated horticultural businesses, drawing attention to an individual is not in 

anyone’s interest.

 If one belongs to a specialty society, there is more chance of finding out 

who has done the crosses, because one is already on the inside. This opacity 
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over who created the cultivars was not always so. at one time, titans stalked 

the earth and ordinary people knew about great plant breeders and their 

triumphs. even so, a lot remains buried, and the aim of this book is to restore 

a human face to these now-forgotten flower breeders. prominent flower 

breeders enjoyed considerable renown and prosperity during their lives. These 

people have now been reduced to fragile memories, sometimes with only the 

name of a street in a modern housing development to commemorate them. 

resurrecting them heightens everyone’s enjoyment of the flowers.

 It also seeks to understand how some apparently ordinary person be-

came besotted with a particular plant and spent much of his or her life 

improving it. From what I can tell, one would not have suspected Victor 

lemoine of being a great artist if one happened to meet him in the street. He 

was said to be gruff and taciturn. I am sure he did not think of himself as an 

artist and would have vehemently scoffed at any such notion as absurd, but 

that is how he appears to me.

 who knew? Here are a few of the dramatis personae. In 1908, Miss 

Hemus of Upton-upon-severn in worcestershire won the award of Merit 

for her sweet pea cultivar ‘evelyn Hemus’ at the annual show of the royal 

Horticultural society in london. It was a fine achievement, very rare for a 

woman at the time. “Miss Hemus” sounds demure and very proper, like 

someone out of a Jane austen novel. This was intriguing. I wanted to find 

out who she was, yet in trying to resurrect her life and learn more about her 

as a person, I came up against a brick wall. It was not until I enlisted the help 

of simon wilkinson, a devoted historian of Upton-upon-severn, that some 

facts emerged.

 His diligent research uncovered the story of six siblings—four girls and 

two boys, all apparently very strong-willed and with complex personalities. 

The prim title “Miss Hemus” gave no hint of what lay beneath. For the rest 

of their lives, because of resentment and misunderstanding about the credit 

for the prizes, some of the sisters did not speak to each other or mention 

their sisters’ names to their children or grandchildren.

 In 1911, lord Northcliffe, the rupert Murdoch of his day, offered an 

award of one thousand pounds for the best vase of new sweet peas bred and 

grown by an amateur. This was a very large sum of money at the time. The first 

prize was won by Mrs. D. Denholm Fraser (Nettie), the wife of a presbyte-

rian minister in Kelso, scotland. The third prize was won by the reverend 

D. Denholm Fraser.
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 one wonders what the atmosphere was like in that manse for a time. 

Did the children take sides? It makes one think of Trollope’s masterful Mrs. 

proudie, the bishop’s wife in Barchester Towers. a year or two later, the rever-

end Fraser issued a small book, All About Sweet Peas, capitalizing on the fam-

ily’s success. The minister excused his rather worldly behavior by indicating 

that his church needed a large sum of money for repairs. The fifty pounds of 

prize money came in very handy and was attributed to the will of God.

 some time after the family’s victory, the reverend Fraser endorsed 

Carter’s Tested seeds, informing the public in the most genteel manner pos-

sible that the seeds for his prizewinning sweet peas came from that company. 

It could be that some additional emoluments were associated with the en-

dorsement. The Frasers appear to have been a canny pair. There is even, 

heaven forfend, the possibility that the reverend Fraser bred all the sweet peas 

himself and used his wife’s name as a ruse to increase his chances of winning.

 ernst Benary established his nursery and seed store in erfurt, Germany, 

in 1843. That was a very unusual business for a Jew at the time. within twenty 

years after ernst founded the company, all his immediate family had con-

verted to Christianity, while his brothers retained their old religion (and some 

were well known as rabbinical scholars). Benary’s business grew rapidly. one 

customer was of particular interest: the firm supplied flower seeds to the ab-

bot of the augustinian monastery of saint Thomas in Brno, Moravia, other-

wise known as Gregor Mendel.

 only a few records of their dealings have survived. after Mendel died, the 

monks burned every scrap of his private papers. The only ones they spared 

pertained to his work as abbot and the abbey’s business. Buying seeds for the 

garden was the abbey’s business. For this reason, the Mendel Museum still 

has some invoices from Benary, one in 1856 supplying vegetable seed and 

another for flower seeds in 1874. The Benarys, who still run the business to-

day, lost almost all of the tangible memories of their history as a result of 

world war II and the confiscation of their firm by the Communist govern-

ment of east Germany.

 louis Van Houtte of Ghent never intended to become a flower breeder. 

He came from a middle-class family, and his mother thought he would go 

into banking. These plans all evaporated after his wife died very unexpectedly 

at a young age. His grief was overwhelming. To take his mind off it, he ac-

cepted an offer to go to Brazil for six months and explore for new plants 

outside rio de Janeiro. although he did not find the great amazon water 
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lily, Victoria amazonica (poepp.) J.C. sowerby, he was the first person in 

europe to succeed in getting it to bloom after he returned and opened the 

first of his nurseries.

 Henry eckford was a widower with seven children when he opened his 

own nursery in wem, a small market town in shropshire. Trained in the 

merciless scottish apprenticeship system, he had worked for wealthy em-

ployers who wanted him to breed new varieties of Victorian staples such as 

verbena. His move coincided with the rise of the sweet pea from almost com-

plete anonymity to center stage among plant breeders and enthusiastic ac-

ceptance by the public.

 sweet peas were the rage, and eckford cleverly focused on them at just 

the right time. The pictures show us a benign-looking patriarch with a long 

white beard, but under that fluffy surface there was a shrewd business mind. 

eckford made sure he sold his sweet pea seed to large seed houses and even 

across the atlantic in the United states.

 Isabella preston was a single woman who had to follow her married 

sister to Canada from liverpool in the early years of the twentieth century. 

without parents or close relatives nearby, propriety prevented her from 

staying in england alone. she had no other choice. For thirty years, Miss 

preston bred lilies of astounding loveliness. a few years after world war II, 

the american government invited a well-known Japanese admiral to visit the 

United states. They laid out an itinerary, but he asked, if it were all the same 

to them, could he go and visit Miss preston in Canada? He was a dyed-in-

the-wool lily fancier.

 The old adage of chance favoring the prepared mind can be seen in the 

story of George russell and the lupin. at the peak of his success in the mid-

1930s, more than eighty thousand people traveled to Boningale in Yorkshire 

to see the fields of brilliantly colored, stalwart lupins quite unlike anything 

anyone else had ever bred. In June 1937, they paid sixpence a head for the 

privilege, and the resulting two thousand pounds were donated to a local 

institute for the blind.

 russell was a jobbing gardener, which means that he worked for more 

than one household; in 1911 he was said to have looked at a vase of lupins 

in one employer’s kitchen and (silently) said to himself, “I can do better 

than that.” 
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 How and why was that? what went on in his head? a formidable com-

bination of early training at two major nurseries and the experience of cross-

ing his own plants presumably allowed him to assess the shape and form of 

the plant, see what was lacking, see what had to be done, and go forward and 

develop a more perfect spike. His efforts took over twenty-five years of his 

life, but he achieved lasting fame. No one will ever know what he actually 

thought. Nothing was recorded at the time. 

 How did he know what to do? we are back at the initial concept, that 

the one setting out to produce a perfect plant has to have the vision in his 

head, a “vision of loveliness.”

 Brother Charles reckamp of the society of the Divine word missionary 

order in Illinois expressed his own vision of the ideal daylily quite clearly: 

“what I am after mostly is wide petals that are round and sepals that are not 

rolled back. I think it is unfortunate if the sepals or the petals roll back be-

cause the only way you’ll see them is to go behind and look at the flower 

from the back! If the flower opens up as if it’s facing you, smiling at you, you 

can see the entire petal and the entire sepal. and that’s a quality I have been 

working for—fairly wide petals and wide sepals, if you can get them and seg-

ments that are rounded, not coming to a point. That’s my favorite. That 

doesn’t mean the others are no good but that’s what I like.”3

 even this extremely brief canter through the personal history of a few 

striking plant breeders shows that it is not all a dry recounting of pollen and 

stigmas, of cultivars and prizes, but a vibrant story of very human individuals 

living life however it came to them. The ultimate paradox still remains: out-

wardly they seem to have been like anyone else, but visions of loveliness were 

dancing in their heads.

 something about flowers triggered a deep response in people’s minds. 

any attempt to explain the behavior scientifically sounds banal and rather 

superficial. If a thing is very lovely we want more of it, or to put it another 

way, if some is good, more has to be better.

 Consider roses. In the annual cycle of seasons, the original european 

roses lasted only a few weeks. people looked forward to their blooming and 

felt sad when the procession of flowers inevitably ceased. This cessation was 

not only disappointing in itself but also signaled the closing of summer and 

the consequent loss of pleasure and warmth. The moods coalesced.
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 when it turned out that this need not happen any longer and that roses 

could bloom all summer long and into autumn, certain types of person sprang 

into action. presumably there was some sort of void in their lives and it was 

suddenly filled. Obsession may be too powerful a term. Monomania describes 

their behavior without giving it a pathological dimension.

 a perfect example is the sixth Duke of Devonshire. He was suddenly 

transfixed by a gorgeous orchid at a flower show in 1845 and spent the rest of 

his life devoted to these plants. william Cavendish was “the bachelor” duke, 

drifting about unhappily because he was deaf (and even maybe gay) and 

could not enjoy society. He had gone along unenthusiastically to open the 

show because that was what you had to do if you were a rich duke, but then 

he was smitten.

 a golden Oncidium trapped his soul forever. Many wonderful things 

resulted from his embracing the plant world, apart from never having to face 

ennui again. one of them was his finding Joseph paxton, who created the 

great glasshouses at Chatsworth and later built the Crystal palace.

 More-sophisticated desires were driven by a person’s aesthetic sense. a 

flower’s shape may please the eye, but some people still saw possibilities for 

improvement. Hybrid tea roses have an elegant elongated bud. Nothing else 

for it but roses had to be bred for the shape of the bud, while fragrance almost 

disappeared. rules for rose shows insist on the bud being of a certain style and 

shape if a competitor is to have any hope of winning a prize.

 sweet peas hummed along for about two hundred years until Henry 

eckford decided to get rid of the hood and expand the size and shape of the 

petals. This opened a whole new future for the flower and laid the ground-

work for competition rules. once the breeder has internalized the rules, there 

is no one more hidebound in existence. regardless of other matters, the rose 

or the sweet pea has to conform to these specifications year after year.

 Color is another crucial driver. a desire for richer hues and a wider range 

of colors energizes many breeders. Most people think of delphiniums as blue. 

This is not enough for addicted delphinium fanciers, who want them to be 

pink and red. Then there are the impossible dreams. some flowers seem never 

to come in certain colors (for example, blue roses, yellow petunias), and 

naturally those are the very colors to which someone devotes his or her en-

tire life. It is now known that special genes control the production of the 

relevant pigment. Delphiniums are blue because of the delphinidin gene. 
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Making a rose blue by splicing the delphinidin gene into it doesn’t count; it 

is not sportsman-like, akin to cheating.

 another challenge is that of a pure white clivia. work is continuing on 

that one all the time. In their day, marigolds posed a similar problem. w. atlee 

Burpee announced a prize of ten thousand dollars for the first person to breed 

a pure white marigold with seeds that would come true. That was in 1954. 

The prize was won by Mrs. alice Vonk, a farmer’s widow in Iowa, in 1975. 

These are challenges similar to those of climbing Mount everest.

 another significant factor behind all this is pure competitiveness. Men 

needed to become “top dog” in all their activities. They had succeeded in busi-

ness by elbowing everyone else aside. They could not suddenly park this be-

havior at the office and become tolerant and angelic at home. It is not by 

chance that the floral societies, starting with the royal Horticultural society, 

all fostered competition from the outset. even professionally meek men like 

those of the clergy exhibited amazing ferocity when it came to their roses or 

sweet peas. women who were involved also revealed some quite unladylike 

qualities in the heat of battle. Finally, there must have been some people who 

did feel a sense of power, maybe of divine possession, in this ability to ma-

nipulate the natural world so effectively.

 In some ways, these aspects of the new movement were not all bad. Many 

improvements come about as a result of competition. Breeding a better type 

of apple or potato was valuable for feeding the public. people’s pleasure in 

flowers fed other needs.

 Documentary evidence of all this work remains in the form of the cata-

logues issued by each nursery firm. From year to year, new varieties appeared, 

offering a useful trail for the scholar to follow. while there are fallacies in 

depending on catalogues for the date when a new species was imported, they 

are more likely to be accurate when recording the introduction of a new culti-

var. There are still a few caveats. If a nursery did not have its own experi-

mental staff, it might buy new varieties from another house, with or without 

acknowledgment, and introduce them at a different time, but in general these 

data are reliable.

 The catalogues have other charms, too. Nurseries spent a lot of money on 

artistic renderings of the flowers using woodcuts, steel engravings, hand-

colored plates, and so forth. More recently, color photography has dominated 

the field. Catalogues are beautiful and, in many cases, true works of art. 



14    visions of loveliness

Katharine white, legendary editor at the New Yorker magazine, paid them 

the ultimate compliment of taking them at face value as works of art and 

literature; in 1979, she wrote a charming critique, titled Onward and Upward 

in the Garden4 in which she remonstrated with the nurserymen very seri-

ously over their choice of words or illustrations.

 If you stay with me through the pages that follow, you will be treated 

to a judicious mixture of science and gossip in almost equal parts, reviving 

the memory of people who have been unjustly forgotten. we start with a 

little science.

 There is a tendency among anglophones to stick to history within the 

english-speaking world. Doing this impoverishes our understanding of what 

has been accomplished. where possible, I have attempted to cover a broader 

range of stories from other cultures. This has been easier in some situations 

than others.

 In organizing the chapters, I had to make some very difficult choices. 

some of the figures described here were such giants that they merit whole 

chapters to themselves. I elected to mention many others in the context of 

the plants they bred, like roses or azaleas. Finally, space would not allow me 

to cover every flower or shrub.

 You will look in vain for the iris. Clarence Mahan did such an extraor-

dinarily brilliant job in his book Classic Irises and the Men and Women Who 

Created Them that trying to repeat his achievement made no sense.5 I also 

did not attempt to cover the tulip, for a similar reason: anna pavord claims 

that crown.6
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